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TOPOLOGICAL RANK DOES NOT INCREASE BY
NATURAL EXTENSION OF CANTOR MINIMALS
TAKASHI SHIMOMURA
Abstract. Downarowicz and Maass (2008) have defined the topologi-
cal rank for all Cantor minimal homeomorphisms. On the other hand,
Gambaudo and Martens (2006) have expressed all Cantor minimal con-
tinuous surjections as the inverse limits of certain graph coverings. Using
the aforementioned results, we previously extended the notion of topo-
logical rank to all Cantor minimal continuous surjections. In this paper,
we show that taking natural extensions of Cantor minimal continuous
surjections does not increase their topological ranks. Further, we apply
the result to the minimal symbolic case.
1. Introduction
In [DM08], Downarowicz and Maass presented a remarkable result, i.e.,
a Cantor minimal system of finite topological rank K ą 1 is expansive.
They used properly ordered Bratteli diagrams and adopted a noteworthy
technique. In [BKM09], Bezuglyi, Kwiatkowski, and Medynets extended
the result to non-minimal aperiodic homeomorphic cases. In this paper, a
zero-dimensional system implies a pair pX, fq of a compact zero-dimensional
metrizable space X and a continuous surjective map f : X Ñ X. A zero-
dimensional system is a Cantor system if X does not contain any isolated
point. In [S14], we showed that every zero-dimensional system is expressed
as an inverse limit of a sequence of covers of finite directed graphs. In this
paper, instead of the term “sequence of graph covers,” we use the term
“graph covering” or just “covering” for short. In [GM06], Gambaudo and
Martens had already represented general Cantor minimal continuous surjec-
tions by a type of graph covering. In a previous paper [S15], we extended
the definition of topological rank to Cantor minimal continuous surjections
by applying the Gambaudo–Martens type of graph covering, and we showed
that a Cantor minimal continuous surjection of finite topological rankK ą 1
has a natural extension that is expansive. We also showed that the two topo-
logical ranks are equal to each other in the case of homeomorphic Cantor
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minimal systems. In addition, we presented some related results. In this
paper, we show that taking natural extensions of Cantor minimal continuous
surjections does not increase their topological ranks. Further, we apply the
result to the minimal symbolic case.
2. Preliminaries
Let Z denote the set of all integers; N, the set of all non-negative integers;
and N`, the set of all positive integers. In this section, to prepare graph
coverings of the Gambaudo–Martens type, we repeat the construction of
general graph coverings for general zero-dimensional systems originally given
in [S14, § 3]. For m ľ n, we denote rn,ms :“ tn, n ` 1, . . . ,m u. A pair
G “ pV,Eq consisting of a finite set V and a relation E Ď V ˆ V on V can
be considered as a directed graph with vertices V and an edge from u to v
when pu, vq P E. Unlike the case of Bratteli diagrams, which are well known
and defined in § 3, multiple edges from a vertex u to v are not permitted.
Here, we note that the expression pV,Eq is also used to represent a Bratteli
diagram. If we write “graph G,” “graph G “ pV,Eq,” or “surjective directed
graph G “ pV,Eq,” we imply a finite directed graph. When the expression
pV,Eq represents a Bratteli diagram, we explicitly write “Bratteli diagram
pV,Eq.”
Notation 2.1. In this paper, we assume that a finite directed graphG is a sur-
jective relation, i.e., for every vertex v P V , there exist edges pu1, vq, pv, u2q P
E.
For directed graphs Gi “ pVi, Eiq with i “ 1, 2, a map ϕ : V1 Ñ V2 is
said to be a graph homomorphism if for every edge pu, vq P E1, it follows
that pϕpuq, ϕpvqq P E2. In this case, we write ϕ : G1 Ñ G2. For a graph
homomorphism ϕ : G1 Ñ G2, we say that ϕ is edge-surjective if ϕpE1q “ E2.
Suppose that a graph homomorphism ϕ : G1 Ñ G2 satisfies the following
condition:
pu, vq, pu, v1q P E1 implies that ϕpvq “ ϕpv
1q.
In this case, ϕ is said to be `directional. Suppose that a graph homomor-
phism ϕ satisfies both of the following conditions:
pu, vq, pu, v1q P E1 implies that ϕpvq “ ϕpv
1q and
pu, vq, pu1, vq P E1 implies that ϕpuq “ ϕpu
1q.
Then, ϕ is said to be bidirectional.
Definition 2.2. A graph homomorphism ϕ : G1 Ñ G2 is called a cover if
it is a `directional edge-surjective graph homomorphism.
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For a sequence G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ of graph homomorphisms and m ą n,
we write ϕm,n :“ ϕn`1 ˝ ϕn`2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ϕm. Then, ϕm,n is a graph ho-
momorphism. If all ϕi pi P N
`q are edge-surjective, then every ϕm,n is
edge-surjective. If all ϕi pi P N
`q are covers, every ϕm,n is a cover. Let
G0 :“ pt v0 u, t pv0, v0q uq be a singleton graph. For a sequence of graph cov-
ers G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ , we attach the singleton graph G0 at the head. We
refer to a sequence of graph covers G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ as a graph cov-
ering or just a covering. Let us express the directed graphs as Gi “ pVi, Eiq
for i P N. Define
VG :“ t px0, x1, x2, . . . q P
8ź
i“0
Vi | xi “ ϕi`1pxi`1q for all i P N u and
EG :“ t px, yq P VG ˆ VG | pxi, yiq P Ei for all i P N u,
each equipped with the product topology. Further, each Vi is equipped with
the discrete topology.
Notation 2.3. Let X “ VG , and let us define a map f : X Ñ X by fpxq “ y
if and only if px, yq P EG . For each n P N, the projection from VG to Vn is
denoted by ϕ8,n. For v P Vn, we denote a clopen set Upvq :“ ϕ
´1
8 pvq. For a
subset V Ă Vn, we denote a clopen set UpV q :“
Ť
vPV Upvq.
We can state the following:
Theorem 2.4 ( [S14, Theorem 3.9 and Lemma 3.5] ). Let G be a covering
G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ . Let X “ VG and let us define f : X Ñ
X as above. Then, f is a continuous surjective mapping and pX, fq is a
zero-dimensional system. Conversely, every zero-dimensional system can
be written in this manner. Furthermore, if all ϕn are bidirectional, then
this zero-dimensional system is a homeomorphism and every compact zero-
dimensional homeomorphism is written in this manner.
We write pVG , EGq as G8. Take a subsequence n0 “ 0 ă n1 ă n2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Then, we can get essentially the same covering
G0
ϕn1,0ÐÝÝÝ Gn1
ϕn2,n1ÐÝÝÝÝ Gn2 ¨ ¨ ¨ .
It is evident that the new covering produces a naturally topologically con-
jugate zero-dimensional system. Following the terminology in the theory of
Bratteli–Vershik systems, we refer to this procedure as telescoping.
Notation 2.5. Let G “ pV,Eq be a surjective directed graph. A sequence of
vertices pv0, v1, . . . , vlq of G is said to be a walk of length l if pvi, vi`1q P E for
all 0 ĺ i ă l. We denote lpwq :“ l. We say that a walk w “ pv0, v1, . . . , vlq
is a path if vi p0 ĺ i ĺ lq are mutually distinct. A walk c “ pv0, v1, . . . , vlq
is said to be a cycle of period l if v0 “ vl, and a cycle c “ pv0, v1, . . . , vlq
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is a circuit of period l if vi p0 ĺ i ă lq are mutually distinct. Further,
a circuit c and a path p are considered to be subgraphs of G with period
lpcq and length lppq, respectively. Let C pGq be the set of all circuits of G.
For a walk w “ pv0, v1, . . . , vlq, we define V pwq :“ t vi | 0 ĺ i ĺ l u and
Epwq :“ t pvi, vi`1q | 0 ĺ i ă l u. For a subgraph G
1 of G, we define V pG1q
and EpG1q in the same manner; in particular, V pGq “ V and EpGq “ E.
Next, we introduce a proposition that describes a condition of minimality
of the inverse limit of a graph covering.
Proposition 2.6. Let G0
ϕ1ÐÝ G1
ϕ2ÐÝ G2
ϕ3ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a covering. Then, the
resulting zero-dimensional system G8 is minimal if and only if for all n ľ 0,
there exists an m ą n such that every c P C pGmq satisfies V pϕm,npcqq “
V pGnq.
Proof. From [S16a, (a),(d),(e) of Theorem 3.5], the conclusion is obvious. 
3. Bratteli–Vershik systems
Definition 3.1. A Bratteli diagram is an infinite directed graph pV,Eq,
where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set. These sets are partitioned
into non-empty disjoint finite sets V “ V0 Y V1 Y V2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ and E “ E1 Y
E2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ , where V0 “ t v0 u is a one-point set. Each En is a set of edges
from Vn´1 to Vn. Therefore, there exist two maps r, s : E Ñ V such that
r : En Ñ Vn and s : En Ñ Vn´1 for n ľ 1, i.e., the range map and the source
map, respectively. Moreover, s´1pvq ‰ H for all v P V and r´1pvq ‰ H for
all v P V zV0. We say that u P Vn´1 is connected to v P Vn if there exists
an edge e P En such that speq “ u and rpeq “ v. Unlike the case of graph
coverings, multiple edges between u and v are permitted. The rank K of
a Bratteli diagram is defined as K :“ lim infnÑ8#Vn, where #Vn is the
number of elements in Vn.
Let pV,Eq be a Bratteli diagram and m ă n be non-negative integers. We
define
Em,n :“ t p | p is a path from a u P Vm to a v P Vn u.
Then, we can construct a new Bratteli diagram pV 1, E1q as follows:
V 1 :“ V0 Y V1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Vm Y Vn Y Vn`1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨
E1 :“ E1 YE2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Em Y Em,n Y En`1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ .
The source map and the range map are also defined naturally. This proce-
dure is called telescoping.
Definition 3.2. A Bratteli diagram is called simple if, after (at most count-
ably many) telescopings, we get that for all n ľ 0, all pairs of vertices u P Vn
and v P Vn`1 are joined by at least one edge.
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Definition 3.3. Let pV,Eq be a Bratteli diagram such that V “ V0 Y V1 Y
V2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ and E “ E1 Y E2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ are the partitions, where V0 “ t v0 u is
a one-point set. Let r, s : E Ñ V be the range map and the source map,
respectively. We say that pV,E,ĺq is an ordered Bratteli diagram if the
partial order ĺ is defined on E such that e, e1 P E are comparable if and
only if rpeq “ rpe1q. In other words, we have a linear order on each set
r´1pvq with v P V zV0. The edges r
´1pvq are numbered from 1 to #pr´1pvqq.
Let n ą 0 and e “ pen, en`1, en`2, . . . q, e
1 “ pe1n, e
1
n`1, e
1
n`2, . . . q be cofinal
paths from the vertices of Vn´1, which might be different. We obtain the
lexicographic order e ă e1 as follows:
if k ľ n is the largest number such that ek ‰ e
1
k, then ek ă e
1
k.
Definition 3.4. Let pV,E,ĺq be an ordered Bratteli diagram. Let Emax
and Emin denote the sets of maximal and minimal edges, respectively. A
path is maximal (resp. minimal) if all the edges constituting the path are
elements of Emax (resp. Emin).
Definition 3.5. An ordered Bratteli diagram is properly ordered if it is
simple and if it has a unique maximal path and a unique minimal path,
denoted respectively by xmax and xmin.
Definition 3.6 (Vershik map). Let pV,E,ĺq be a properly ordered Bratteli
diagram. Let
E0,8 :“ t pe1, e2, . . . q | rpeiq “ spei`1q for all i ľ 1 u,
with the subspace topology of the product space
ś8
i“1Ei. We can define a
Vershik map φ : E0,8 Ñ E0,8 as follows:
If e “ pe1, e2, . . . q ‰ xmax, then there exists the least n ľ 1 such that en
is not maximal in r´1prpenqq. Then, we can select the least fn ą en in
r´1prpenqq. Let vn´1 “ spfnq. Then, it is easy to obtain the unique least
path pf1, f2, . . . , fn´1q from v0 to vn´1. We define
φpeq :“ pf1, f2, . . . , fn´1, fn, en`1, en`2, . . . q.
Further, we define φpxmaxq “ xmin. The map φ : E0,8 Ñ E0,8 is called the
Vershik map.
On the basis of a previously introduced theorem [HPS92, Theorem 4.7],
we can find a correspondence that a properly ordered Bratteli diagram brings
about the Vershik map that is a minimal homeomorphic zero-dimensional
system. Conversely, a minimal homeomorphic zero-dimensional system is
represented as the Vershik map of a properly ordered Bratteli diagram. In
[DM08], Downarowicz and Maass introduced the topological rank for Cantor
minimal homeomorphisms.
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Definition 3.7. Let pX, fq be a Cantor minimal homeomorphism. Then,
the topological rank of pX, fq is 1 ĺ K ĺ 8 if it has a Bratteli–Vershik
representation with a Bratteli diagram of rank K, and K is the minimum
of such numbers.
4. Covering of Gambaudo–Martens Type
In this section, we introduce a covering of the Gambaudo–Martens type
and define the topological rank for all Cantor minimal continuous surjec-
tions. Then, we prepare the proof of our main result. In [GM06, Theorem
2.5], Gambaudo and Martens showed that every Cantor minimal system is
an inverse limit of a special type of graph covering. In our context, their
construction of a graph covering is as follows. Let G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨
be a graph covering. As usual, we assume that G0 is a singleton graph
pt v0 u, t pv0, v0q uq. We shall construct graphs Gn with an n ľ 1 such that
there exist a unique vertex vn,0 and a finite number of circuits cn,i p1 ĺ i ĺ
rnq that start and end at vn,0. Roughly, if two circuits meet at a vertex,
then the remaining circuits merge until they reach the end.
Definition 4.1. We say that a covering G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ is of the
Gambaudo–Martens type if for each n ą 0, there exist a vertex vn,0, a finite
number of circuits cn,i p1 ĺ i ĺ rnq, and a covering map ϕn such that
(a) cn,i can be written as pvn,0 “ vn,i,0, vn,i,1, vn,i,2, . . . , vn,i,lpn,iq “ vn,0q
with lpn, iq ľ 1,
(b)
Ťrn
i“1Epcn,iq “ EpGnq,
(c) if vn,i,j “ vn,i1,j1 with j, j
1 ľ 1, then vn,i,j`k “ vn,i1,j1`k for k “
0, 1, 2, . . . , until j` k “ lpn, iq and j1` k “ lpn, i1q at the same time,
(d) ϕnpvn,0q “ vn´1,0 for all n ľ 1, and
(e) ϕnpvn,i,1q “ vn´1,1,1 for all n ľ 1 and 1 ĺ i ĺ rn.
We say that a covering of this type is a GM-covering for short. We denote
Cn :“ C pGnq “ t cn,i | 1 ĺ i ĺ rn u. A GM-covering is said to be simple
if for all n ą 0, there exists an m ą n such that for each 1 ĺ i ĺ rm,
Epϕm,npcm,iqq “ EpGnq. By Proposition 2.6, this condition makes the
resulting zero-dimensional system minimal. If we want to avoid the case
in which the resulting zero-dimensional system has an isolated point, we
have to add the following condition: for every n ľ 1 and every vertex
v of Gn, there exist an m ą n and distinct vertices u1, u2 of Gm such
that ϕm,npu1q “ ϕm,npu2q “ v. The rank of a GM-covering is the integer
1 ĺ K ĺ 8 defined by K :“ lim infnÑ8 rn.
Remark 4.2. For n ľ 0 and 1 ĺ i ĺ rn, we can write
ϕnpcn,iq “ cn´1,apn,i,1qcn´1,apn,i,2q ¨ ¨ ¨ cn´1,apn,i,kpn,iqq,
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such that apn, i, 1q “ 1 for all i with 1 ĺ i ĺ rn.
Notation 4.3. By telescoping, we can add the following condition to a simple
GM-covering: for every n ľ 1 and every i p1 ĺ i ĺ rnq, Epϕnpcn,iqq “
EpGn´1q. Hereafter, if we say that a GM-covering is simple, we assume
that this condition is satisfied.
Theorem 4.4 (Gambaudo and Martens, [GM06]). A zero-dimensional sys-
tem is minimal (not necessarily homeomorphic) if and only if it is repre-
sented as the inverse limit of a simple GM-covering.
Proof. See [GM06, Theorem 2.5]. 
As an analogue of topological rank for Cantor minimal homeomorphisms,
we say that a minimal zero-dimensional system has topological rank K if
there exists a simple GM-covering of rank K, and K is the minimum of
such numbers (see [DM08]). In [DM08], it was shown that a Cantor mini-
mal homeomorphism with finite topological rank K ą 1 is expansive, i.e.,
topologically conjugate to a minimal two-sided subshift. The remainder of
this section is devoted to preparing the statement of our main result and
its proof. Suppose that a simple GM-covering G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ G1
ϕ2
ÐÝ G2
ϕ3
ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨
produces a minimal zero-dimensional system G8. We write G8 “ pX, fq.
We assume that pX, fq is not a single periodic orbit. Then, because of mini-
mality, pX, fq is a Cantor system and has no periodic orbits. Therefore, the
minimal length of the circuits of Gn becomes infinity, i.e., we get lpn, iq Ñ 8
uniformly as nÑ8.
Notation 4.5. For pX, fq, we construct the natural extension pXˆf , σq as
follows:
‚ Xˆf :“ t p. . . , x´1, x0, x1, x2, . . . q P X
Z | fpxiq “ xi`1 for all i P
Z u;
‚ for xˆ “ p. . . , x´1, x0, x1, x2, . . . q P Xˆf , σ shifts xˆ to the left, i.e.,
pσpxˆqqi “ xi`1 for all i P Z.
It is easy to check that if pX, fq is minimal, then pXˆf , σq is minimal.
For an xˆ P Xˆf and an i P Z, we denote xˆpiq :“ xi. Then, pσpxˆqqpiq “
xˆpi ` 1q for all i P Z. We use many notations and concepts from [DM08].
For every xˆ P Xˆf and i P Z, there exists a unique un,i P V pGnq such
that xi P Upun,iq. Therefore, for each n ľ 0, a unique sequence xˆ|n “
p. . . , un,´2, un,´1, un,0, un,1, . . . q of vertices of Gn is defined such that xi P
Upun,iq for all i P Z. We write xˆ|npiq :“ un,i for all i P Z. Although the
vertex un,i is uniquely determined for each xˆ, n ľ 0 and i P Z, the circuit cn,t
with un,i P V pcn,tq may not be unique. Nevertheless, if xi P Upvn,0q for some
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cn,1 cn,3 cn,1 cn,3 cn,2 cn,1
cn`1,5 cn`1,1 cn`1,3
Figure 1. nth and pn` 1qth rows of a linked array system
with cuts.
i P Z, then there exists a unique t p1 ĺ t ĺ rnq such that xi`1 P Upvn,t,1q;
therefore, xi`j P Upvn,t,jq for all 0 ĺ j ĺ lpn, tq.
Notation 4.6. We write this t as tpxˆ, n, iq, and cn,t as cpxˆ, n, iq, for all n ľ 0
and i P Z.
Let kp0q P Z such that xkp0q P Upvn,0q, and let kp1q ą kp0q be the
least k ą kp0q such that xk P Upvn,0q. Then, we combine the interval
un,kp0q, un,kp0q`1, . . . , un,kp1q´1 with the unique circuit cpxˆ, n, iq with kp0q ĺ
i ă kp1q. Thus, we obtain a sequence of cn,is, and we denote it as xˆrns. We
write xˆrnspiq “ cpxˆ, n, iq for all n ľ 0 and i P Z. To mark the beginning
of a circuit, it is sufficient to change cpxˆ, n, iq to cˇpxˆ, n, iq for each i P Z
with un,i “ vn,0. Nevertheless, as in [DM08], for each sequence xˆrns of cir-
cuits of Gn pn ą 0q, instead of changing the symbol, we make an n-cut at
position i P Z just before i P Z with xˆ|npiq “ vn,0, i.e., if there exists an
n-cut at position i P Z, then cpxˆ, n, i´ 1q and cpxˆ, n, iq are separated by the
cut (see Figure 1). Note that we can recover the sequence of vertices of Gn
from xˆrns. An xˆr0s becomes just a sequence of e0 :“ pv0, v0q. For an interval
rn,ms with m ą n, the combination of rows xˆ|n1 with n ĺ n
1 ĺ m is denoted
as xˆ|rn,ms, and the combination of rows xˆrn
1s with n ĺ n1 ĺ m is denoted as
xˆrn,ms. The array system of xˆ is the infinite combination xˆ|r0,8q of all rows
xˆ|n 0 ĺ n ă 8. The linked array system of xˆ is the infinite combination
xˆr0,8q of all rows xˆrns (0 ĺ n ă 8) (see Figure 2). Note that from the
information of xˆr0,8q, we can recover xˆ|r0,8q and also identify xˆ itself. If
each circuit of Gn is considered to be just an alphabet, then for n ľ 0 and
I ă J , we can consider a finite sequence of circuits of Gn,
xˆrnspIq, xˆrnspI ` 1q, . . . , xˆrnspJq,
even if the completion of the circuits is cut off at the right or left end in the
above sequence.
Definition 4.7. Let :Xf :“ t xˆ|r0,8q | xˆ P Xˆf u be a set of sequences of
symbols that are vertices of Gn p0 ĺ n ă 8q. The topology is generated by
cylinders such that for xˆ P Xˆf and N, I ą 0,
:Cpxˆ, N, Iq :“ t yˆ|r0,8q | yˆ P Xˆf , yˆ|r0,Nspiq “ xˆ|r0,Nspiq for all i with ´I ĺ i ĺ I u.
The shift map σ : :Xf Ñ :Xf is defined as above. Then, p :Xf , σq is a zero-
dimensional system, and we refer to it as an array system of pXˆf , σq. Let
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v0 v0 v0 v0 v0 v0 v0 v0 v0 v0 v0 v0 v0 v0
c1,3 c1,3 c1,1 c1,3 c1,2 c1,1
c2,3 c2,1 c2,3
c3,3 c3,1
...
Figure 2. The first 4 rows of a linked array system.
v0 v0 v0 v0 v0 v0 v0 v0
c1,1 c1,3 c1,2
c2,1
Figure 3. The 2-symbol corresponding to the circuit c2,1 of
Figure 2.
X¯f :“ t xˆr0,8q | xˆ P Xˆf u be a set of sequences of symbols that are circuits
of Gn p0 ĺ n ă 8q. The topology is generated by cylinders such that for
xˆ P Xˆf and N, I ą 0,
C¯pxˆ, N, Iq :“ t yˆr0,8q | yˆ P Xˆf , yˆr0, N spiq “ xˆr0, N spiq for all i with ´I ĺ i ĺ I u.
The shift map σ : X¯f Ñ X¯f is defined as above. Then, pX¯f , σq is a zero-
dimensional system, and we refer to it as a linked array system of pXˆf , σq.
Remark 4.8. Clearly, p :Xf , σq is topologically conjugate to pXˆf , σq. More-
over, because p :Xf , σq has a continuous factor map to pX¯f , σq and it is bijec-
tive as described above, pX¯f , σq is also topologically conjugate to pXˆf , σq.
The row xˆrns is precisely separated into circuits by the cuts. Note that
for m ą n, if there exists an m-cut at position k, then there exists an
n-cut at position k. For each circuit cn,i, we can determine a series of cir-
cuits by ϕnpcn,iq “ cn´1,1cn´1,apn,i,2q ¨ ¨ ¨ cn´1,apn,i,kpn,iqq. Furthermore, each
cn´1,apn,i,jq determines a series of circuits by the map ϕn´1. Thus, we can
determine a set of circuits arranged in a square form as in Figure 3. Fol-
lowing [DM08], this form is said to be the n-symbol and denoted by cn,i.
For m ă n, the projection cn,irms that is a finite sequence of circuits of Gm
is also defined. The set Xn :“ t xˆrns | xˆ P Xˆf u is a two-sided subshift of
the finite set Cn Y t cˇn,1, cˇn,2, . . . , cˇn,rn u. The factoring map is denoted by
pin : Xˆf Ñ Xn, and the shift map is denoted by σn : Xn Ñ Xn. We simply
write σ “ σn for all n if there is no confusion.
Next, we wish to briefly recall the construction of the array system in
[DM08]. Let pV,E,ľq be a properly ordered Bratteli diagram with the Ver-
shik map φ : E0,8 Ñ E0,8. Let x P E0,8. We write φ
ipxq “ pe1,i, e2,i, . . . q
for all i P Z. Then, we can construct a sequence vn,i “ spen`1,iq for all
n ľ 0 and i P Z. For each n ľ 0, we denote vxrns :“ pvn,iqiPZ and
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the combination of these lines as vx :“ vxr0,8q. For each n ľ 0, we
make an n-cut by the following argument. For each v P Vn, we define
Pv :“ t pe1, e2, . . . , en´1q | rpen´1q “ v u. We make an n-cut just before
pe1, e2, . . . , en´1, . . . q P E0,8 such that pe1, e2, . . . , en´1q P Pv is minimal.
Thus, as in the case of the previous argument of a GM-covering, vxrns gets
n-cuts. We define Y pV,E,ľq :“ t vx | x P E0,8 u. Let Y “ Y pV,E,ľq and
let σ : Y Ñ Y be the left shift. Then, pE0,8, φq is naturally topologically
conjugate to pY, σq.
5. Main Theorem.
In this section, we state our main result and prove the theorem.
Theorem 5.1 (Main Result). Let pX, fq be a minimal (not necessarily
homeomorphic) zero-dimensional system with topological rank K ľ 1. Then,
its natural extension pXˆf , σq has topological rank ĺ K.
Proof. By the assumption, there exists a simple GM-covering G : G0
ϕ1
ÐÝ
G1
ϕ2ÐÝ G2
ϕ3ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ of rank K such that G8 is topologically conjugate to
pX, fq. Therefore, we assume that G8 “ pX, fq. In § 4, we defined a linked
array system pX¯f , σq. We have stated that
ϕnpcn,iq “ cn´1,1cn´1,apn,i,2q ¨ ¨ ¨ cn´1,apn,i,kpn,iqq for each 1 ĺ i ĺ rn.
By telescoping, we can assume that kpn, iq ą 2 for all 1 ĺ i ĺ rn and
apn, i, 2q is independent of i. We write apnq :“ apn, i, 2q. Thus, we can
write ϕnpcn,iq “ cn´1,1cn´1,apnqdn´1,i. From here, we make another sym-
bolic linked array system pY, σq. Later, we check whether the symbolic
linked array system is actually linked with a properly ordered Bratteli dia-
gram. To make another array system, let sn “ lpcn´1,1q for all n ľ 2. We
denote Spnq :“
řn
i“2 spiq. Let x¯ P X¯f . For each n ľ 1, we make another
sequence y¯rnspiq :“ x¯rnspi ` Spnqq, i.e., we make different slides for each
line x¯rns (n ľ 1). Let y¯x¯ :“ y¯r0,8q. The set Y :“ t y¯x¯ | x¯ P X¯f u is
a subspace of
ś
nľ1 Cn
Z with the product topology. We denote the map
φ : X¯f Ñ Y by φpx¯q “ y¯x¯. Evidently, φ is a bijection. Obviously, φ
is continuous and a homeomorphism. Let σ : Y Ñ Y be the left shift.
Then, it is easy to see that σ ˝ φ “ φ ˝ σ. Therefore, pY, σq is topo-
logically conjugate to pX¯f , σq. It is easy to check that after the slides,
the cuts do not have conflicts in different levels, i.e., for n ą m ľ 0,
if an n-cut occurred at position i, then an m-cut has to occur at posi-
tion i (see Figure 4). For each n ľ 1, originally, each cn,i is projected to
cn´1,1cn´1,apnqdn´1,i by the graph map ϕn. After the slides, cn,i in the nth
level is projected to cn´1,apnqdn´1,icn´1,1 (see Figure 4). We write ϕ
1
npcn,iq :“
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x¯rn´ 1, ns
dn´1,3 cn´1,1 cn´1,apnq dn´1,i cn´1,1
cn,j cn,i cn,j1
y¯x¯rn ´ 1, ns
dn´1,3 cn´1,1 cn´1,apnq dn´1,i cn´1,1
cn,j cn,i cn,j1
Figure 4. In rn´ 1, ns lines, x¯ is slid to y¯x¯.
cn´1,apnqdn´1,icn´1,1 for each 1 ĺ i ĺ rn. We now construct an ordered Brat-
teli diagram. Let V0 :“ t v0 u as usual. For each n ľ 1, let Vn :“ Cn. We
can write ϕ1npcn,iq “ cn´1,apnqcn´1,apn,i,3qcn´1,apn,i,4q ¨ ¨ ¨ cn´1,apn,i,kpn,iqqcn´1,1.
We make the minimal edge en,1 from cn´1,apnq to cn,i and all the rest in
this order. Thus, the minimal edge connects cn´1,apnq to cn,i regardless of i,
and the maximal edge connects cn´1,1 to cn,i regardless of i. The ordered
Bratteli diagram thus constructed is denoted as pV 1, E1,ľ1q. Evidently, it
has rank K. It is easy to check that pV 1, E1,ľ1q is properly ordered. The
simplicity follows from the simplicity of G. The Bratteli–Vershik system
thus constructed is identical to the symbolic system pY, σq. This completes
the proof. 
Let pX, fq be a Cantor minimal continuous surjection with topological
rank K ą 1. By our result, it is not possible to conclude that the natural
extension has topological rank L ą 1. Nevertheless, by [S15, Theorem 6.1],
we can conclude that the natural extension is expansive. Therefore, the
natural extension is not an odometer. Thus, by [S15, Theorem 6.1], we can
conclude that the natural extension has topological rank L ą 1. Next, let
pΣ, σq be a two-sided minimal subshift with finite topological rank K ą 1.
By the one-sided factor, we mean the one-sided minimal subshift pΣ`, σq
that is made by cutting off negative coordinates. Then, the natural extension
of pΣ`, σq is canonically isomorphic to pΣ, σq. Thus, if L is the topological
rank of pΣ`, σq, then our main result concludes L ľ K. By [S16b, Theorem
6.8], we can find a two-sided subshift pΣ1, σq that is topologically conjugate
to pΣ, σq such that the one-sided factor pΣ1`, σq has topological rank K.
Thus, we get the next corollary:
Corollary 5.2. Let pΣ, σq be a two-sided minimal subshift with topological
rank K. Then, the one-sided factor has topological rank ľ K. Furthermore,
there exists a two-sided minimal subshift pΣ1, σq such that pΣ1, σq is topo-
logically conjugate to pΣ, σq and the one-sided factor has topological rank
K.
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